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Eternal city android guide

Thank you for printing this page from www.SuperCheats.com.Remember to re-check this guide update and more content for Eternal CityLast Updated: Jan 13th, 2020 Eternal City Walkthrough and GuideEternal City is a real-time battle RPG located in a modern coastal city that has been invaded by monsters of various dimensions brought by the Black Gate. You command a group
of heroes with special abilities called Wielders tasked with protecting humanity from threats that come from it. You have a 7-day countdown to determine the fate of the city by gathering intel and making decisions on each gameplay. Check out our Eternal City Walkthrough and Guide for help in the game. Get More Wielders through Hakuya HouseYou will start Eternal City with 3
Wielders for free and can unlock extras as you progress through the game. To improve the viable options you have for each battle and easily manage your Wielder fatigue, you must spend the opals you earn to acquire more Wielders through Hakuya House.Know your WieldersIn Eternal City it is important that you know the strengths, weaknesses, and general attributes of each of
your Wielders because each stage and battle boss you are involved in will have circumstances that will give an advantage to a particular User while putting others at a disadvantage that you will want to avoid. Complete your WieldersThe Wielders in your list classified into classes that define their common attributes as well as matching roles in the 3 character formations you have in
each battle. As you progress in the game, you should consider the role of each Wielder and the affinity of the elements as you equip each one with the kageso (equipment) that best complements them. Level Up Your Star WeildersMake increase the Star Level of your favorite Wielders your first upgrade so that you improve their stats and unlock additional skills. This is done by
clicking on the icon on the lower right side of the screen, selecting 'Wielder', clicking on the Wielder you want to upgrade, then selecting 'Star Level'. Increase the level weilder consumes soul shards and unless you have exclusive fractions, your Soul Shards stock will be reduced by 20 with each Star Up. Once you maximize your Star rating, you can Breakthrough the Wielder and
reach a higher class. Earn Experience PointsYou will earn Experience Points as a commander by engaging in activities. Each level you earn in Eternal City will lead to an increase in the strength of the Weilders you have on your list. Unlock Cities and AreasLiberate and develop cities and areas by completing the City Liberation Quest. It each stretches across 6 stage battles that
will end with at the end. Once you have successfully cleared the 6th and final stages you will be successful in the liberation effort and can engage in various upgrades and activities relative to the newly opened city or area. Creating Roster ChangesEach from from in Town Liberation Quests offers unique advantages to some Weilders while losses for others. It is therefore important
that you create a list modifier for each of the appropriate stages. You will be able to see the advantages or disadvantages of each Wielder at the bottom right of their icons. Collect the necessary OpalsIn Eternal City Opals for all Mementos/Selections/Gatchas/Draws at Hakuya House where you can acquire Wielders, Exclusive Shards, Kageso, Exclusive Kageso, and Kageso
Shards. Listed below are the different ways in which you can get Opals.• Purchased with Dust or Diamonds from the Open Opal Redeem Window by tapping the plus button next to the Opal count in the upper right corner of City View.• Every day you can earn 1 Opal by completing 4 Tempest Missions in Spatial Tempest. Tap the cube next to the Tempest Mission counter in the
lower right corner of Spatial Tempest to claim.• Getting new CG will net you Opals.• Drops during endless challenge in Valhalla.• Acquired from Hall of Memories.Collect Soul ShardsIn Eternal City Soul Shards used to increase your Wielder Star Level and to upgrade Divine Artifacts. Listed below are the different ways in which you can obtain Soul Shards.• Obtained from the Hall of
Memories.• Obtained from competency tests (14 Soul Shards daily).• Purchased at the Memorial Store (5 Soul Shards for 125 Memorial Passes). Collect Your Supply BoxesCreate confidence when you finish your day, you collect the Supply Box for the Warning Ticket (Tap the box icon in Central Department). These tickets can be used at the Memorial Store where you can buy
different items such as Opals, Soul Shards and Kagesos. You will also receive this ticket after completing all 7 days. Eating Your Midnight Snack Using Wielder to Patrol, Development, Development, and Combat requires Fatigue so make sure you remember to eat your Midnight Snack as doing so will allow you to select up to 3 Wielders and recover their Fatique with 50. It is
recommended that you choose the one that has the lowest fatigue so that you can use it more often the next day. Collect Black CoresThere are 7 different areas where you can collect Black Cores in addition to the Central Department. In Eternal City Black Cores it is necessary to get a normal or correct ending. Once you've cleared all the stages for each area, the game will tell you
to patrol the area to get the Black Core. Some areas will require you to build a specific city. Below is a list of areas where you can collect Black Core.• Campus• East Boulevard• Downtown District• Research Insititute• Bayside Town• Old Town• Harbor BayAnything missing from this guide? Eternal City announced to be launched on May 9 Southeast Asian countries, and now you
can enjoy the game! As a refresher, this is a real-time action mobile RPG with a variety of unique heroes and plotlines that will keep you hooked. The game sets the story in a modern coastal town now invaded by monsters from dimensions carried by the Black Gate. You, one of the Wielders who wield special abilities and could use mythological weapons stand to protect humanity.
However, things are not as simple as you think. A seven-day countdown that controls the city's fate is also fast approaching. Many popular artists are invited to participate in the production of this game. Expert Japanese musician Kawai Kenji creates game music as well. The game also features famous voice actors such as Hanazawa Kana, Uchida Maaya, and Kugimiya Rie.
Check out the opening movie Eternal City: You can get games on your Android or iOS device now. For more information, you can see the official website or Facebook. Tags: AndroidEternal CityiOSMobileRPGX.D. Global #eternal #guide #sea 08 May 2019 - YuushaExa Tags: #eternal #guide #sea We are your number one source for the most detailed, obviously, and the latest
guides, tips, and secrets for the 2.5D anime-style multi-ending action RPG game Eternal City (Forever 7th Capital, Forever 7 Days, 远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远远 We highly
recommend that you familiarize yourself with the gameplay &amp;amp; mechanics before reading the guides, tips, and secrets to reaping the greatest amount of benefits in no time! Click here to read everything you need to know about the game. ENDINGS/ROUTES/STORIES ARCS GUIDE – COMING SOON HALL OF MEMORIES GUIDE – COMING SOON COMPETENCY
TRIAL GUIDE – COMING SOON VALHALLA GUIDE – COMING SOON BLACK GATE TRIALS GUIDE – SOON TO COME WIELDER GUIDE – COMING SOON KAGESO GUIDE – coming soon From Netease Games, known for games like Rules of Survival, Cyber Hunter, and LifeAfter, among other popular mobile titles, and X.D. Global, known as Final Heroes, comes Eternal
City, a real-time action RPG that has everything you'll be looking for in this genre plus some unique elements that will surely be a treat for anime and RPG fans. Eternal City offers high-quality anime graphics supported by famous voice actors for their characters. This aspect of the game may seem like a typical hack and slash at first glance, but each stage is uniquely designed to
add to the lively and action-packed atmosphere of the game world. Eternal City sets you up as the commander of a special group of heroes called Wielders to take on threats coming from the Black Gate. As the monsters keep pouring them, you have 7 days in the game to gather intel and decide differently on each gameplay. Although the graphics, character design, and overall
gameplay are excellent, the stories you follow in Eternal City, which can end in a variety of ways, are what make it very distinguished and very immersive. There are many activities to engage as you dive deeper into the game. Action points serve as in-game stamina limit the activities you can do in a day. Likewise, every user you use has a limited level of fatigue that goes down
with every battle they engage in involved every structure you develop uses it. From the beginning, one of your more important concerns has to do with managing these two limitations because there are many activities that require both types of stamina in the game. Like many action RPGs that include story modes or similar progressive features, Eternal City lets you dive into the
introduction of breath-taking that serves as a basic tutorial for getting to know common game controls and mechanics. Then, as you make progress, new information about the additional features you unlock will be available. There may be a lot to take, because data related to game mechanics in addition to game storyboards makes information redundant. Don't worry because you
will no doubt be able to get an idea behind every attribute of the game as you play. There will always be progress in the game regardless of how you play it and which decision you choose. If you want to start things better and can progress more efficiently, then our Eternal City starter guide can help you start your game. So without further ado, we present a compilation of our
Eternal City tips, cheats and strategies below. 1. Free And Develop Cities And Regions As the story of the Eternal City goes, the whole city is engulfed in chaos when the black gates begin to open and damage every city. Your main objective is to liberate each area and while many challenging battles await you, it won't be everything you need to be ready. Every action you take and
every bit of progress you make as far as the liberation of the region or city in question contributes to the experience points you earn to increase your account level, then make each of your users have more power as well. Each quest for liberation of the city stretches across six stage battles with the boss at the end. Once you have cleared the sixth and final stage, you will succeed
in the liberation effort and can engage in various upgrades and activities relative to the newly opened city or area. Stages may have a variety of game modes and objectives that are reduced down to monotonous repetition. More importantly, however, each stage offers unique advantages for some users but also disadvantages for others. Be sure to make list changes for each
stage while noting the fatigue level of each wielder. The advantages or disadvantages can be seen at the bottom right of the wielder icon and if you cannot use a particular wielder that has the advantage over the boss of the upcoming level due to low fatigue, then at least be satisfied with a team consisting of no less fortunate users. 2. Get More Wielders From Hakuya House Trio
of early wielders that you will have for free and then some extras can be unlocked as you progress through Since you can never have enough wielder to ensure a stable supply of viable options for each battle you will be involved in, as well as being able to more easily manage each user's fatigue, you should choose to spend opal and go to try to acquire a new one through hakuya
house. Opals are similar to premium currencies that are much harder to obtain and store than coins. If you stay active and get into the game every day, then there are plenty of opportunities for you to be rewarded with a free opal. Note, too, that acquiring wielders and kageso from Hakuya House follows a gacha-style purchasing mechanic and will be completely random. That said,
you should still be able to catch some additional users from it with a bit of luck. 3. Manage And Improve Your Wielders As wielders stand out as your primary tool for completing your deeds in the Eternal City, it is important to get to know each of them thoroughly as knowing each other's strengths and common attributes for the many battles ahead that you will use. If you've played
a lot of action RPGs that are very similar to many of the previous characters, you may have the initial idea that some of the characters you'll get in eternal city will be completely useless and serve as bench warmers. The truth is, though, that as each new stage you engage in has typical considerations to provide advantages for some wielders and disadvantages for others when it
comes to boss battles, you will most likely utilize each of the wielders you have earned to the maximum. What you want to see first is the role or class of each user in your list. Wielders are classified into classes that define their common attributes as well as matching roles in the 3 character formations you have in each battle. Then, you should consider the role of each wielder as
you equip each one with a kageso (equipment) that best suits them. Wielders are further categorized by attributes that work like element affinity and follow the mechanical rock paper shears found in most RPG actions and strategies. Attributes may be Tough, Deft, or Spirit. Difficult attributes provide 25% more damage to the Deft attribute but do 25% less damage to the Spirit
attribute. Deft attributes provide 25% more damage to the Spirit attribute and 25% less to the Tough attribute. Lastly, the Spirit attribute provides 25% more damage to the Tough attribute and 25% less on the Deft attribute. BE is sure to note this consideration as this will determine whether the user will secure a profit or loss against the boss of a particular stage or battle. As we
mentioned earlier, the activities you do lead to gaining experience points for you as a commander and each level you gain leads to an increase in the user power you have on your list. However, beyond that, there is a way to make each of your users stronger despite the limitations created by the scarcity of resources should make you prioritize in terms of your preferences and
style of play. Related: Eternal City Walkthrough: Discontinued, Garden Sceneries and The Meaning of Sacrifice Endings The first enhancement option you should consider doing is starring in a star use or use your favorites to improve their stats and unlock additional skills. To do so, click the icon on the lower right side of the screen, select Wielder, click on the wielder you want to
upgrade, and finally select Star Level. Each star level consumes soul fragments, and unless you have exclusive fractions, your soul's shard stock will be reduced by 20 with each star up. Once you maximize the star rating, you can breakthrough wielder and reach a higher class. Note that skills can be unlocked or upgraded per star rating achieved so be sure to set a target if you
don't have enough soul fragments to unlock or improve something new. Likewise, since you will naturally have fewer soul fragments than what you need for all your beloved users, consider upgrading each to represent each of the 3 different attributes in the game. Following this strategy, you should now manage 3 wielders of your choice as far as fatigue is concerned. Learn to
replace these 3 in and out of battle because you need each of them to have some stamina left for battle when you really need it. 4. Equipping, Upgrading, And Synthesizing Kageso Equipment in the Eternal City is called Kageso and while it has similarities to how gears usually work in most other RPGs, there are different mechanics in the game that make you want to acquire as
many of them as possible, regardless of their unique qualities and attributes. Each wielder can equip Kageso up to a total cost of 25 points. Since each part of kageso has different costs and unique stat attributes, consider a unique set of kagesos for each user depending on their class. Likewise, only a few specific kagesos that are exclusive to a particular user and most of what
you will earn early on can be successfully attributed to as many as you want. Kagesos that have low costs naturally tend to have less impact compared to higher cost one. However, those who have a cost of 1 or 2 are still valuable because you want to maximize the cost limit of 25 max. Be sure to keep various kagesos as far as the cost is concerned and synthesize only those you
believe you will no longer need. Every battle you engage has the opportunity to plunder various kagesos although the rarer higher one comes from the Hakuya House gacha. In as much as you especially want to open and get wielders, you shouldn't at all feel bad about getting valuable kageso from the memory fractures you activate here. In any case, be sure to read what each
one is doing before deciding to to your respective users. An important feature that you want to take advantage of from the beginning is the kageso upgrade feature. As you gain more experience and upgrade your account and commander, your collection of kageso can also be upgraded to that level. Increasing kageso only costs coins, which you will have a lot at the beginning of
the game. Feel free to maximize the level you are using and remember that this upgrade will not be in any way any kageso has an increased cost to link. If you are sure that you will not need some kagesos that you have, you can synthesize up to 4 certain levels of scarcity for the chance to get higher scarcity. You will see a success rate before synthesis that will help you decide
whether you should do it or not. Since there are many kagesos that can come out of any synthesis, you should not expect much from it to what extent you will get. Over time and some effort later on, you will finally be able to get what you need. 5. Upgrade the City And Structure You Free Up Once you complete all six battle stages in a damaged building or city, you'll finally be able
to free it up and use its various features to further improve your progress. Since there are various features available for each of these structures, every action you perform here also consumes action points. That way, be sure to manage your action points well and consider making improvements to advance further in your game. At certain points in the game, it won't be a matter of
choice because you have to meet certain requirements to perform better in a successful area. Once you click on one of the freed structures on the map, you can immediately choose from among Patrol, Development, or Develop as optional actions. For starters, patrols can revolve around personal stories and can unlock black shards and other unique story details while regular
patrols increase the level of friendship. You may want to opt out of the non-regular patrols available in each structure and choose to open them instead of spending activity points on daily patrols. Development deals with various improvements that you can build into a liberated structure. Each basic structure has different functions and a good point of action balance to develop this
balance maintaining structure is a task you should see over time. There are 3 basic structures that you should know because the rest are just advanced versions of each or booster to create an additional one. The first, and perhaps the most important is the Engineering Building. This structure adds 5 points to your total Thauma output and Thauma is necessary for you to be able
to continue fighting in the damaged district. Each successful dirstrict you will fight has a higher required Thauma output level so be sure to develop engineering buildings throughout the liberated structure to meet the minimum Thauma output required to fight in the next damaged area. You can always choose to get and engage in in a damaged district even if your city's Thauma
output is less than the Thauma Barrier of that district. However, this will impose a greater decrease in your user fatigue level and will wear it much faster. The Research Institute increases your technology level by 5 points and this is necessary to meet a certain minimum level to be able to build higher level buildings. It may be possible be significant however for starters but you still
need to invest in this later in the game. Last but not least is Intel Office which increases your intel by 5 points per upgrade. At some point in the tutorial, you'll find intel records that you can access through the intel center on the top left side of your screen. This information, if handled correctly, can prevent negative results from occurring the next day. Unlike Thauma who
accumulates permanently, intel will be consumed with every intel you choose to handle in a day and will recharge the next day. Since you won't easily raise the intel level as quickly as at the beginning of the game, wisely choose which intel you can handle and which one is fine to handle the next day. Also note that some advanced buildings can affect how your story runs in a
particular game so that at some point in the game later you will definitely have to forgive some action points to develop a Research Institute to improve your technology points. The last point of action under the freed structure, labeled Develop, deals with opening additional slots in the structure to add more buildings to it. Each liberated structure can initially accommodate 4
buildings and can be further developed to accommodate 8 buildings. You may not have to worry much about this in the early stages of your game but have to manage it later on. Relative to this, keep in mind that the building can no longer be removed once it is made so be sure to plan well ahead before development. 6. Don't Rely too Much on Automatic Mode Like many mobile
RPGs that have automatic mode functions, Eternal City can make the game much simpler at the beginning of the game. It won't last long though as the battle grows harder and harder with each new district damaged you engage incoming battles If you're used to subscribing to automatic mode at an earlier stage, you may have a challenging time later on as the automatic mode
may be convenient but really take the strategy out of your hands on the battlefield. For one, and practically most importantly, the automatic mode will attempt to destroy the enemy at all cost and will unleash whatever skills are available, regardless of efficiency. Another negative impact that is completely negligible is avoiding enemy attacks. Of course, there are no dodge or dodge
buttons in the Eternal City but still, there are red spots or clearly visible markers where enemy attacks will land. Playing manually, even as a total beginner will increase your chances of survival in a more challenging stage as you will enough time to avoid blows especially in boss battles. Likewise, you will also be able to use each of your 3 skill sets of wielders more efficiently and
can even swap controls more effectively in manual mode. 7. Complete Quests For Extra Rewards On top of the direct rewards you earn from playing through Eternal City normally, you may not see certain milestones you reach in a game that offers a lot of Rewards. This milestone is located within the search objective that you can access by clicking the Quest icon on the lower left
side of your screen. Some of these goals can be easily fulfilled simply by playing through the game while others require a little more attention and effort. For some that can be obtained through unique patrols, you may need to regularly check your PDA for information that will trigger specific scenarios that lead to the fulfillment of multiple search objectives. Be sure to click on the
Quest icon whenever there is an indicator on it because the rewards you can get him include opals and soul fragments that are essential to your growth and progress. And that's all we have for now for our Eternal City beginner's guide. Of course, there's more to discover and check out as we continue to dig deeper into this incredible action RPG moving forward. We hope that you
can take some useful tips and strategies from what we shared in the article and that you enjoy reading our guide. We may be able to provide more guidance for eternal city in the future but if you have found some tips and strategies other than what we have shared, please feel free to share them with us and our other readers through the comments area! Area!
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